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Embracing Our Differences is a not-for-profit organization based in Sarasota, Florida,
that uses the power of art and education to expand consciousness and open the heart to
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Mission & Vision
Through the transformative power of the arts, we educate and inspire to create a better
world. We envision a world that embraces diversity, respects differences and actively
rejects hatred and prejudice.
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Community Partners
We are very proud of the relationships developed with our
Community Partners – each of which plays an integral role in
the success of our programs. Without their support, our work
would be impossible.
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Letter from our Executive Director
Diversity is a reality, not a slogan.

17

YEARS

T

he last nine months defy description. What’s the right adjective?
Challenging? Unprecedented? Disruptive? Whichever word you choose, it’s
an understatement. The pandemic and the struggle for racial justice have
exposed serious fault lines in our society. We’re living in strange days—and many feel
uncertain about the days to come.
But the future won’t wait. Ready
or not—it arrives. To survive, you
must adapt—and quickly. That’s
exactly what we did.
To stay connected to broad
audiences, we reimagined EOD’s
educational outreach programs for
virtual platforms. With direction
from our education director,
Ben Jewell-Plocher, and Brian
Hersh, EOD’s liaison with the
Sarasota County School District,
we launched a series of easily accessible virtual programs and resources for families and
teachers.
To further empower area educators, we’re also developing a series of instructional videos
for students who wish to submit quotes and artwork for the 2021 exhibit. Finally, as we
move closer to the date of our 2021 outdoor exhibit, we’ll be able to better determine if
in-person visits by students and teachers are feasible. To prepare for every contingency,
we’ve already planned a virtual exhibit tours program.
Reinventing EOD’s outreaches for online media is a massive effort. But thanks to vital
grants from area foundations, including the Gulf Coast Community Foundation and
the Community Foundation of Sarasota County, we completed it in a matter of weeks.
Our efforts are also buoyed by dedicated area educators, high school student volunteers,
board members, EOD Ambassadors, and all the sponsors,
and volunteers who share EOD’s commitment to honor
the complex spectrum of human potential and celebrate
the differences that make each individual precious and
unique. Thanks to your commitment, we can continue our
mission—even in these strange days.

Sarah Wertheimer
Executive Director
Embracing Our Differences® and its logo are registered trademarks.

EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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2020 Exhibit

Art & Quote Submissions

The centerpiece of Embracing Our Differences is a juried, outdoor art exhibit featuring
50 billboard-sized images created by local, national and international artists, writers and
students reflecting their interpretations of the theme “enriching lives through diversity.”
The exhibit welcomed 388,000 visitors this past year, bringing total attendance, since
2004, to more than 3.3 million.

This year’s exhibit had an impressive response to the call for artwork and inspirational
quotes, with 16,118 entries pouring in from 127 countries and 50 states. Students from
398 schools around the world submitted artwork or quotes to the juried exhibit, with
more than 65% of this year’s submissions coming from students.

2020 Exhibit Attendance

Attendance Since 2004

388,000 3,308,000
Thank you to our
volunteers in 2020

450

16,118
2020 Entries

398
Schools

89,895
Submissions Since 2005

127 50
Countries

States

“The EOD exhibit, this year, is outrageously wonderful, relevant, impactful,
hard, provocative, beautiful, strong, in your face great! It made me cry,
more than once. Touched my heart and sensibilities.”
- Exhibit Visitor
“Love this! So meaningful and eye catching. Something to learn for all ages.”
- Exhibit Visitor
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Education Initiatives

Free Field Trips

Our education initiatives represent the most important aspect of our efforts. Students
participate year-round in a variety of activities based upon a well-planned curriculum
of art appreciation, social emotional learning and diversity education. Our education
initiatives include:

Each year, our sponsors generously
provide school buses for students
to experience the Embracing
Our Differences’ art exhibit and
participate in diversity education
programs with local organizations.
This has become a signature of
our education efforts with tens of
thousands of students benefiting
during the past school year.

Free Field Trips
Make-A-Day Of It!
Embracing Our Differences
Reading Day &
Bucket Fillers Reading Day
Unity Day

Student Docents
Coexistence Clubs
Workshops for Educators
In the Classroom
Lesson Plans
Community Collaborations

Independent evaluations, as well as our own internal evaluations, have consistently shown
that teachers rate the Embracing Our Differences’ education initiatives as “outstanding” or
“very good” and as “meaningful and beneficial” experiences for their students.

36,147
students participated in our
education initiatives in 2020.

97%
of teachers rated the
educational experience as
“outstanding” (54%) or
“very good/good” (43%).
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97%

of teachers availing themselves
of our lesson plans and
other teaching materials felt
they were meaningful and
beneficial tools.

100%

of teachers stated the
Embracing Our Differences
educational resources
were aligned to Florida’s
educational standards.

“One of my ESOL students is a native
Ukrainian and is very soft spoken.
When we got back to school, she gave
me a big hug and profusely thanked
me for taking her on such an exciting
and beautiful day!” - 9th Grade Teacher

“I love this experience with my students. These are the lessons
that I hope they hold on to as they go through life!” - 5th Grade Teacher
“I love listening to my students discuss and talk about the art. I
love that it helps my class to be more accepting of others. Thank
you for this opportunity, and thank you for helping our students
- 2nd Grade Teacher
embrace our differences.”
EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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Make-a-Day-Of-It! Program
Teachers and students who attend the exhibit are afforded the opportunity, using buses
provided by Embracing Our Differences, to participate in diversity education programing
with partner organizations, including Asolo Rep, Florida Studio Theatre, Marie Selby
Botanical Gardens, Mote Marine Laboratory, Sarasota Film Festival, The Ringling, Van
Wezel Performing Arts Hall and Westcoast Black Theatre Troupe.

3,162

“Unity Day reminded me how important it is to give people the
opportunity to speak honestly.”
- 11th Grade Teacher

Coexistence Clubs
Coexistence Clubs consist of dynamic high school students who promote Embracing
Our Differences’ vision of creating a world that embraces diversity, respects differences,
and actively rejects hatred and prejudice. They accomplish this through various
initiatives, including activities that help make their schools a safer and more inclusive
environment for everyone.

Students participated in the
Make-A-Day-Of-It! Program in 2020

“My students were extremely appreciative and it broadened their
- 7th Grade Teacher
knowledge and cultural capacity immensely.”

During the 2019-2020 school year, we maintained active Coexistence Clubs at Booker,
North Port, Riverview and Sarasota high schools, and supported the creation of a brand
new club at IMG Academy.

Unity Day
Bucket Fillers Reading Day &
Embracing Our Differences Reading Day

Under the direction of a trained facilitator, 500 students from all seven Sarasota County
public high schools participated in powerful, full-day team-building exercises that
encouraged compassion and empathy while fostering inclusive school environments.

For the past seven years, Embracing Our Differences has coordinated thousands of
volunteers to read to students in Sarasota and Manatee counties. This year, in partnership
with the Suncoast Campaign for Grade-Level Reading and an anonymous family
foundation, more than 11,600 books selected to stimulate conversations on diversity,
bullying, character education and respect for others were provided to local students.

2 63 625 11,600 406

counties
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classrooms

books

volunteers

155
high school
docents

3,189
students benefiting
from docent tours

285
club
members

“Unity Day was, hands down, the BEST team building/leadership
- 9th Grade Student
summit I’ve ever attended.”

EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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In the Classroom
Each fall, thousands of students in Sarasota and Manatee counties spend time creating
art and quotations for submission to our annual exhibition. Each student benefits
by engaging in a comprehensive approach to critical thinking and visual inquiry that
provides a safe and healthy means of clarifying their own identities. It also helps them
develop an enhanced sense of self-esteem and social skills. Developing new and different
perspectives from their peers is an added bonus.

Lesson Plans
Interactive student participation is one of the most effective delivery methods for the
often difficult and abstract concepts of diversity and inclusion. Prepared under the
supervision of curriculum development specialists from the Sarasota County School
district, the age-appropriate lesson plans identify the relevant curriculum standards,
educational objectives, instructional strategies and assessment guidelines.

“Our docent was excellent at explaining the artwork and making it age
- 1st Grade Teacher
appropriate for our first graders.”

Student Docent Program
Under the guidance of EOD’s faculty advisor, Dena Sturm, student docents serve as guides
for thousands of area elementary, middle and high school students who experience the
outdoor exhibit every year, inspiring these young visitors with the life-changing truths of
the art and quotes. With their guided questions and planted seeds of inquiry, docents help
younger students arrive at realizations of their own about diversity and acceptance.

“Our docent was SO AMAZING! She
was very articulate, captivated my
students’ attention and also had them
think deeper about the titles of the
artwork and quotes.”
- 3rd Grade Teacher
10
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Workshops for Educators
Art Intensive
In response to the COVID-19 pandemic, the 2020 Art Intensive took place virtually.
Forty-one visual art teachers participated over two days, engaging in six powerful
presentations and interactive lessons geared toward inspiring and reinvigorating our
teachers, as well as tackling current challenges in the field. Collectively, this year’s
participants are responsible for more than 12,700 students in Sarasota, Manatee and
Charlotte counties.

Social Emotional Learning
This experiential workshop prepared our teachers, guidance counselors and
administrators to bring Unity Day programs into their schools, including activities
which were used to create a sense of community in the classroom. This program
inspired cooperation, communication and empathy, while encouraging students to
embrace their similarities and respect their differences.
EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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Statement Of Solidarity
George Floyd. Eric Garner. Breonna Taylor. Michael Brown. Freddie Gray. Daniel
Prude. Walter Scott. Ahmaud Arbery. Damian Daniels. The grim body count fills the
news—to the point it doesn’t feel like news anymore.
It is difficult to channel the ongoing outrage we feel. Words fall short and talk is cheap.
It’s easy to sound glib or opportunistic. Silence is safer. But, as Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. said: “In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies, but the silence of
our friends.”

In the Classroom
Each fall, thousands of students in Sarasota and Manatee counties spend time creating
art and quotations for submission to our annual exhibition. Each student benefits by
engaging in a comprehensive approach to critical thinking and visual inquiry that provides
a safe and healthy means of clarifying their own identities. It also helps them develop an
enhanced sense of self-esteem and social skills. Developing new and different perspectives
from their peers is an added bonus.

Lesson Plans
Interactive student participation is one of the most effective delivery methods for the often
difficult and abstract concepts of diversity and inclusion. Prepared under the supervision
of curriculum development specialists from the Sarasota County School district, the ageappropriate lesson plans identify the relevant curriculum standards, educational objectives,
instructional strategies and assessment guidelines.

1,032

Teachers participated in our
education initiatives

Like it or not, we must speak out against these outrageous murders. Like it or not, we
have to face the underlying prejudice that made it possible.
Black lives matter. That’s not an academic issue. It’s a matter of life and death. Racism
kills. Institutional racism thinks it can get away with murder. All too often, it does.
That’s not who we’re supposed to be in this country. Diversity is the very fabric of the
American experiment. When that fabric tears, people of color die. The body count goes
back for centuries.
In 1619, the first African slaves were brought to America’s shores. Violence against
their descendants has continued ever since, although it’s taken many forms. Laws
have changed, but many white hearts and minds haven’t. Despite the Emancipation
Proclamation of 1863, and the Voting Rights acting of 1964, white injustice against the
African-American community is not a thing of the past.
Outrage is an understandable response to systemic injustice. But answering violence
with violence is a futile tactic—and one that we must reject. Rioting, looting and
destruction won’t change minds and hearts. Non-violent action in the tradition of
Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela and Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. is the only thing
that can.
The time has come to take a stand for peace and justice. But time is short, and history
is unforgiving. Words aren’t enough. Belief in diversity, equality and civil liberty isn’t
enough. We have to act—and act now. If we hesitate and fail to act, the alternative is
too horrible to contemplate.
Are we going to have a civilization or a civil war? That’s not hyperbole. That’s what’s at
stake. The value of human diversity is all that holds our nation together. And it’s what
we stand for at Embracing Our Differences.

“Oh, my goodness! I can’t believe how truly RICH the resources are
for regular classroom teachers without extensive art training...I plan
to continue integrating art into my classroom in order to teach how
to SEE, how to OBSERVE and how to APPRECIATE art (and the world
- Elementary Teacher
around them)”
12
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We can do better. We need to speak out against this brutality, persecution, and
sickening injustice. We cannot remain silent.

“The ultimate tragedy is not the oppression and cruelty by the bad people
but the silence over that by the good people.”
— Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
EmbracingOurDifferences.org
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Our Sponsors
Presenting Sponsors

Exhibit Sponsors

Anonymous Family Foundation ∙ Vern & Sandy Buchanan
The Doris M. Carter Family Foundation ∙ Drew & Barbara Cervasio
Keith & Linda Monda Family Foundation ∙ Scott & Gayla Moore ∙ The Swart Family Foundation

School Sponsors
Community Collaborations
Embracing Our Differences is proud of its many collaborations throughout the last
year. A past recipient of The Patterson Foundation’s “Collaborative Innovator Award,”
Embracing Our Differences partnered with the Anne Frank Center for Mutual
Respect, Asolo Rep, Boxser Diversity Initiative, Bucket Fillers, Inc., Community
Foundation of Sarasota County, Easter Seals of Southwest Florida, Florida Studio
Theatre, Jewish Federation of Sarasota-Manatee, Manatee Community Foundation,
Manatee County Bar Association, Marie Selby Botanical Gardens, Mote Marine,
NewGate School, Sarasota County Bar Association, Sarasota Film Festival, Sarasota
Opera, Suncoast Campaign for Grade-Level Reading, The Patterson Foundation, The
Ringling, United Way Suncoast, Van Wezel Performing Arts Hall, Westcoast Black
Theatre Troupe, Booker, North Port, Riverview, and Sarasota high schools and many
others to bring innovative diversity education programming to Sarasota and Manatee
students during the 2019-2020 school year.
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Stephen & Shari Ashman ∙ Bobbi & Don Bernstein ∙ Helga & Jerry Bilik ∙ Gerald & Sondra Biller
Jesse, Katie, Abby, Hailey & Zachary Biter ∙ Boscia Family Foundation ∙ Barbara Brizdle
The James Bruen and Jane Plitt Fund of Manatee Community Foundation ∙ Les & Carol Brualdi ∙ Toby Deutsch
Barcy Grauer & Bruce Wertheimer ∙ Larry Greenspon & Mary Gratehouse ∙ Larry & Debbie Haspel ∙ Arn & Bette Hoffman
The Johnston Family Fund of Manatee Community Foundation ∙ Tom & Sherry Koski ∙ Samara, Jenna & Macy Meshad
Sanford Rederer & Joni S. Steinberg ∙ Skip & Gail Sack ∙ Ina Schnell ∙ Suncoast Campaign for Grade-Level Reading
David Schwartz & Nan Thompson ∙ Bruce & Janet Udell ∙ Patti & David Wertheimer

Art Sponsors
Randall T. Arnaud ∙ Pat & Bob Baer ∙ Thomas & Karen Bernstein ∙ Fred Bloom, M.D.
Leila & Steven M. Gompertz Donor Advised Fund in Memory of Michael Gompertz at the Community Foundation of Sarasota County
Dr. Raymond & Elizabeth Hautamaki ∙ Lynne Kloss & son Jason Kloss ∙ Ruth & Andy Maass ∙ Barbara & Gerald May
Jeffrey & Barbara McCurdy ∙ Joy Moravitz ∙ Naiditch Family Foundation ∙ Jennifer & Ken Pendery ∙ Alfred Rose
Clare & Rich Segall ∙ David & Lois Stulberg Foundation ∙ Mike & Karen Valentino ∙ Sheila & Merrill Wynne
For a complete list of sponsors, visit our website at EmbracingOurDifferences.org

